
2017 Rona - Cold Lake Spruce View Invitational 
August 20 

 

 
- 8:00 am start 

 
- 2 rounds 

 
- Individual and “Partner” competition 

 
- $100 Entry 

 
- Limited to 20 skiers 

 
- $400 in cash prizes 

 
- Hundreds of $$$ in other prizes 

 
- Highest tournament score in last 12 

months must be provided 
 

- Entry fee payment guarantees spot 
 

- Send entry fee via etransfer to 
tracy@ronacoldlake.com to secure your 
spot!! 
 
 

mailto:tracy@ronacoldlake.com


 
Round 1 Regular Round 

- Regular tournament format, with “Winning” scores being number of buoys 
over your best tournament personal best in the last year (ex. PB is 3@32off , 
skiers scores 1@35off, their “score” is “4” 

 
Round 2 Points Round 

- Skiers have 6 passes to accumulate as many points as possible per schedule 
below 

- Skier minimum start is the pass that is 3 passes less than their PB ex. (PB is 
3@32off minimum start is the 15off line 

- A fall at anytime or missed buoy will end the skiers round 
- Gate passage is not required but must be within 2 feet of “early” right hand 

buoy on entrance side and same distance of  “late” left hand buoy on exit side. 
Left hand entrance and right hand exit buoys are irrelevant 
 
Point schedule 

- 3 passes less than PB rewards 1 point per buoy 
- 2 passes less than PB rewards 5 points per buoy 
- 1 pass less than PB rewards 10 points per buoy 
- PB pass rewards 20 points per buoy 
- Every buoy over PB rewards 50 points 
- If a skier “spins” the spun pass garners DOUBLE buoy points for that 

pass 
- 20 BONUS points rewarded for every buoy over PB in “regular” 

tournament are added to skiers total 
 

Partner Contest 
- Two skiers will be randomly paired together by draw from a hat 
- Winning partners for “Regular” tournament based on average of PB score 

system 
- Winning partners for “Points” tournament based on their combined points 


